First Nature Farms is a family farm in the Peace Country.

Once a month, First Nature Farms owner Jerry Kitt writes about his experiences on the farm.

Farm News from October
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It’s

like

spring

cleaning except it happens in the fall.

At

least twice a year all of our pigs move
onto fresh pasture.

This is not a simple

task since at last count there were 13

put it back in the soil where it belongs.
The cattle and bison will graze and in 15
years or so the pigs will return to repeat
the cycle again. Who knew there could be
so much more to pork than just flavor?
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and
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different stages of growing.
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unable to produce enough milk to feed her.
Polly came to our house as a thin, cold,
8 day old piglet.
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Pigs will let

you know when they are hungry and her
persistent oinking meant it was time to

picked up by Bob

warm up the bottle.

the Bobcat.
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with “Polly” whose elderly mother was

became part of our family.
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Such was the case

replacer she regained her strength and soon
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Every so often there is a pig born that

Just like a baby she

liked to nurse in your arms and eventually

fair

amount of planning involved and factors
such as which pigs are going to share
fence lines, if the tractor be able to get
to the feed boxes, will the houses keep
the pigs dry if there is flooding, what
about spring mud or winter snow storms?
Once the locations are all concluded, the

fall asleep. She became quite attached to
my grandson and would follow him around
the house, her little hooves rapidly clicking
on the ceramic tiles. That’s also how we
could tell when she escaped from her pen,
something she got very good at. Polly has
now found her new adoptive mom, “Sally”

fences are built and then comes the fun
part – the pig move.

95% of the pigs

usually move in the first few minutes.
It’s the last few that can take hours.
Eventually
old
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will be smoothed
out and replanted
to

legumes

grasses.

and
The

enriched soil will produce healthy plants
which will pull the C02 from the air and

and is back with all her cousins.
miss you Polly!”
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